• The nucleus size coordinate introduced by ten Wolde et al. 4 gives the size of solid-like nuclei regardless of the solid structure (FCC, BCC, or HCP). Here we denote their nucleus size coordinate as n YLM to recall the construction from spherical harmonic overlaps.
The usual procedure is to then use other coordinates to detect the structure of the nuclei that were formed. 4 • Understanding selectivity between two nucleation pathways requires sampling nuclei of both pathways (not just those with the preferred structure). Structure specific nucleus size coordinates are needed to study the pathways to both structures.
Starting with a multidimensional Smoluchowski equation, introducing the Kramers crossover function (n) to account for deviations from equilibrium [ (n) =  eq (n) (n) ], and approximating Kramers ' boundary conditions gives the steady-state flux field with (n) that satisfies
•the polymorph formed) rich phase behavior. 1 Nucleation from liquid to solid phases (with respect to colloid structure only) shows charge ordered solids at some conditions and charge disordered solids at other conditions. The oppositely charged colloid mixture thus provides a simple model for understanding factors that influence structure and polymorphism in nucleation.
• Sanz et al. 2 simulated nucleation in the special case of spherical colloids with identical sizes, and with equal but opposite
The energy gap 5 for a neighboring charge swap is an intuitive coordinate to distinguish chargeordered CsCl enviroments from liquid and DFCC environments, 
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•Let n(t) be the size of a cluster at time t after initiation from an initial • Results from Forward Flux Sampling 3 (FFS, a transition interface sampling method that does not assume equilibrium in generating trajectories) showed that dynamics have a strong effect on nucleation pathway. 
Conclusions
• Structure-specific nucleus size coordinates enable analysis of selectivity between nucleation pathways that lead to different nucleus structures.
• deviations from equilibrium in this colloidal system are a predictable consequence of its equilibrium properties (free energy landscape and diffusion tensor) Let n(t) be the size of a cluster at time t after initiation from an initial size n(0). Let n(t) = n(t)-<n(t)> where the average is over clusters with the same initial size
• D shown as eigenvaluescaled eigenvectors:
n CSCL
• Remaining solid-like atoms from n YLM cluster are FCC ordered n DFCC = n YLM -n CSCL
• Free energy landscape in space of structure specific size coordinates. (structure non-specific n YLM contours also shown for visual reference)
without charge swaps, diffusion on n DFCC is fast at nearly constant n CSCL n YLM is good coordinate according to KLBS theory, optimal coordinate shifts to n CSCL direction and route of escape shifts in n DFCC direction in agreement with FFS results of Sanz et al.
channel on the free energy landscape.
• Solid nuclei near the saddle point can appear to be DFCC or CsCl depending on the viewpoint.
• Dynamics from such 'ambiguously structured' nuclei will influence escape direction over broad saddle region.
• Can a quasi-equilibrium theory with multidimensional anisotropic diffusion explain how deviations from equilibrium depend on the dynamics?
